
Dear Hal, 	 12/28/95 

uood letter to American Heritage, which 4-certainly is not. 'You'll get ho 

response. 

Glad you are thinking about the book version. Please also keep in kind the 
.604/ 

possibility of adding more on the officialy—acknowledged shots. One thing you meywant 

to keep in mind is the firmness with which people stick to the impossible. As a reminder 

I return the clipping you sent me. 

I do not know and do not recall hearing from Case but unless there is more than 

one by the name I recall Olsi from his undergraduate days. He and his mother came here, 

and I think he was at the Univ. Oich. ZHe also did some melonry with Paul that Doug has 

I think rather effectively refuted. 

OK on Case's desire to keep his paper to himself until published, I can under-

stand that. But caut ion him not to hold his breath. 

Good letter by Gary. When you speak to him if hd has anything in'iting 

that here= send me for file on the Breo book cancellation I'd like to have it on file. 

Even if NEVER AGAIN! did not cause it. 

Toth bad the Pay Guardian is so much less than that. But what isn't now? 

D think you should take up with the postmaster the crude opening Bf yout 74442  

especially if you can show it before you leave the P.O. 

I fear Mailer is of tho past and his work is, too. No leanest writer, no matter 

how great his taleit can survilie any association with such scavengers as Schiller. 

I hope you are having a productive week. 

Barb phoned me last week. She says Doug had been busy on other matters. 

I've read Livingstonea's hpter on the supposed doctoring of the Z film and 

note in it Gary's and Mantik's involvdment with him.91.11 yet learn that I told him 

correctlt about association with tile who can hurt his reputation. It is terrible stuff. 

So is the last part of Brown's, which I'm into now. 

Thanks and best, 
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